Make a Sentence

Color brown

Cut out all the words. Glue the words together to make a sentence.

a  I  see  bear.  brown
Make a Sentence

Color red

Cut out all the words. Glue the words together to make a sentence.

I see a red bird.
Make a Sentence

Color:

Cut out all the words. Glue the words together to make a sentence.

yellow  I  duck.  a  see
Make a Sentence

Color  
blue  

Use with the book:  
*Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?*

*Preview*
Please log in to download the printable version of this worksheet.

Cut out all the words. Glue the words together to make a sentence.

horse.  I  a  see  blue
Make a Sentence

Color

See frog. green a I
Cut out all the words. Glue the words together to make a sentence.

cat.  see  purple  I  a
Make a Sentence

Color white

Cut out all the words. Glue the words together to make a sentence.

a see I dog. white
Make a Sentence

Color

black

Preview
Please log in to download the printable version of this worksheet.

Cut out all the words. Glue the words together to make a sentence.

a sheep black see I
Make a Sentence

Color

orange

Preview

Please log in to download the printable version of this worksheet.

Cut out all the words. Glue the words together to make a sentence.

[Blank spaces for words]

goldfish. I orange an see